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Trust

David E Cooper Department ofLinguistic and International Studies, Surrey University

Here are two debates - one recent, the other vintage -
in which the notion of trust figures. First: supporters
of Mrs Victoria Gillick, including the Prime Minister,
argue that consultation by a doctor with the parents of
a young girl requesting contraception does not
constitute a breach of the trust that should exist
between patients and doctors. Others, including the
British Medical Association (BMA) and Cardinal
Hume, claim that it involves a gross violation of this
relationship. Second: advocates of 'alternative'
medicine often claim that most of us display a quite
unwarranted and excessive degree of trust in
'orthodox' doctors. According to others, it is almost a
truism that doctors should enjoy the complete trust of
their patients.

Are these genuine issues? Granted that there are
some substantial issues separating the parties in these
disputes, may there not be, in addition, a measure of
shadow-boxing due to ambiguities in the notion of
trust? I think there may be.
Taken outside any context, it is unclear what is being

stated by the words 'He trusted Dr X'. At least the
following three possibilities need to be distinguished:

A He entrusted Dr X with . . . (for example
information, the sole care of his illness).

B He deemed Dr X to be trustworthy (for example
honest, conscientious).

C He felt confidence in Dr X's . . . (for example
abilities, medical knowledge).

Clearly a person may trust Dr X in any one of these
ways but not the others. If Dr X is the best of a bad
bunch, I may entrust him with the sole care of my
illness, but I may have no great confidence that he will
cure me, nor need I think that he is a trustworthy man.
Alternatively, I might have great confidence in his
abilities, yet doubt his honesty and his capacity to keep
a secret.
The three kinds of trust are of distinct logical kinds.

Trust A (= entrust) is an act, whereby I give the doctor
a permission to do something, or place him under an
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obligation. Trust C (= feel confidence in) is an
epistemic attitude. If I arn rational, I shall only trust Dr
X in this sense if the evidence concerning his abilities
or knowledge warrants the beliefs I have about them.
Trust B (= deem trustworthy) is harder to categorise.
Because of its Janus-faced connection with acts on the
one side and with beliefs on the other, it falls
somewhere between A and C. Like C, it can turn out,
in a straightforward sense, to be mistaken; for I
supposed something false if Dr X is not trustworthy,
just as I did if I wrongly believed he had ability. In this
respect, it is unlike trust A which, being an act, cannot
be mistaken in the sense of being false - though it may,
of course, have been silly or ill-advised of me, and
mistaken in that sense, to have entrusted Dr X with
something. In another respect, however, B is more
akin to A than to C. If DrX disappoints the confidence
I felt in his powers, the question is open as to whom to
blame. Certainly it might well be me, with my
misplaced faith in his Aesculapian infallibility. But if it
was mistaken of me to deem him trustworthy, the
blame will surely fall upon him. By signing on with
him, and regularly consulting him, I participate as a
'customer' in a system where the presumption is that
those who 'serve' are trustworthy. So strong is this
presumption that, under normal circumstances, I do
not have to make a conscious judgement, of faith or of
reason, to count as deeming the doctor to be
trustworthy. I commit myself to being so counted by
acting as a willing participant in a setting where
trustworthiness is presumed. I do not, so to speak,
regularly consult my doctor and, as a separate matter,
deem him to be trustworthy; rather, I deem him to be
this through my behaviour towards him. Trust B, here
then is more akin to trust A, which consists in an act,
than to the epistemic attitude which constitutes trust
C.
Three points are worth making about these

distinctions before returning to the two debates
mentioned at the beginning. First, not all languages
lend themselves to confusions about trust in the way
English does. French ('confier' vs 'fler') and Spanish
('confiar' vs 'fiar') respect a distinction roughly
corresponding to mine between trust A and trust B.
And in German, not only is that distinction marked,
but trust C would not usually be talked of by using
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words that are cognate to the usual verb for 'trust' (ie
'vertrauen'). Second, we employ a number of familiar
expressions which, unfortunately, tend to mask the
distinctions. For example: 'I told him confidentially',
'I confided in him', and 'Telling my wife was a breach
of confidence on his part' have little to do with the
epistemic attitude of having confidence in (trust C),
and everything to do with the notion of entrusting
(trust A). They thereby serve to confuse the distinction
between A and C. Finally, the ambiguities which infect
the verb 'trust' also infect such emotive slogans as
'trust between doctor and patient' or 'violation of the
relationship of trust'. This makes the slogans
unsuitable tools for the purpose of clear argument.

This final point takes us back to the beginning. No
doubt there is much which separates the respective
advocates of 'orthodox' and 'alternative' medicine. But
the competing war-cries, 'People must have complete
trust in their doctors' and 'People have far too much
trust in their doctors', can surely pass each other by.
For critics of 'orthodox' medicine are not complaining,
usually at least, that patients wrongly deem their
doctors to be trustworthy, but that they have an
excessive and unwarranted confidence in these
doctors' abilities to cure their ills. Equally, those who
demand 'complete trust' are not advocating limitless
confidence in doctors' abilities and knowledge, but
insisting that doctors, given their training, screening,
and code of ethics, have the right to be presumed
thoroughly trustworthy (ie honest, conscientious, etc).
If the critics of 'orthodox' medicine are arguing against
absolute trust C, while its defenders are arguing for
absolute trust B, then to that extent, at least, there is no
contradiction between the two war-cries.

According to some BMA statements, the central
issue concerning consultation with parents over their

daughters' contraception is the threat this poses to the
relationship of trust between patient and doctor.
However, it is not Mrs Gillick's position that doctors
should pretend to respect the sexual confidences of
young girls and then 'squeal' on them to their parents;
nor, more generally, that doctors should behave in any
dishonest or untrustworthy way at all. Hence her
proposals are misrepresented if treated as a threat to
trust B, which all patients are entitled to presume when
signing on with a doctor. But it would be an equal
misrepresentation for supporters of these proposals to
pretend that the relation of trust is not affected in any
way at all. For the proposals amount to the demand
that new limits be placed upon what patients - in this
case, young girls - can properly entrust their doctors
with. There are, of course, already such limits. I
cannot legitimately entrust to my doctor, and nor can
he legitimately bind himself to respect, confidences
about my compulsion to murder children - however
relevant these may be to the nervous condition for
which he is treating me. Mrs Gillick has proposed - and
at the time of writing the Appeal Court has supported
her - that the rules for trust A be altered and tightened;
the BMA is arguing that trust B remain inviolate. Put
in those terms, there need be no disagreement between
the two. After all, there is no obvious reason why
circumscribing what can be legitimately entrusted to
doctors should, providing patients are aware of the
circumscription, result in people deeming their
doctors to be less trustworthy than before. There does,
of course, remain a genuine disagreement over the
proper limits to be put on trust A, and over whether the
ones defended by Mrs Gillick are proper. This
disagreement will presumably continue whatever the
law lords decide. However, it need not be seen to
reflect upon the trustworthiness (B) of doctors.
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